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Abstract Power electronics has being a hectic subject for undergraduate
students throughout the high academic institutions. This is due to nature of the
subject which involves many areas and disciplines. This paper describes a twotier SIMULINK-based tool that aims to reduce and minimize the steps and
procedures involved in designing and simulating a power electronics converter.
It explains a user-friendly tool that acts as an interface between a designer and
the SIMULINK toolbox in MATALBTM. The design process is hidden from the
user who is prompted only for the circuit specifications; the tool then will do the
job and allow the simulation results; output values and waveforms to be
displayed along with the circuit topology. Two types of conversion; rectification,
inversion have been realized. It is aimed that by using this tool a clearer
understanding of the conversion process will be gained; this is achieved by
changing the specifications of the circuits and observing the outputs changes.

Keywords: Converter, GUI, MATLAB, Power Electronics, Simulation,
SIMULINK.

1. Introduction
Different computer tools are being widely used to design and simulate power
electronic circuits. These tools require the user to be proficient in designing the
circuits and need deep training to be familiar with. Moreover, the design is based on
trial and error, till the user reaches the required outputs. Indeed, these tools have
facilitated the task of the design engineer by providing a virtual way to check the
reliability of the circuit without the need of its hardware realization. However, an
approach to overcome the drawbacks of these packages and augment their
functionality is needed to automate the design procedure using different development
techniques ranging from object oriented paraidigm (OOP) to artificial intelegence
(AI) or by introducing a shelf that eases and reduces the task required from the user.
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In this sense, in literature only few considerable researches could be found. A latest
work [1, 2] was the development of a knowledge-based tool interfaced with Pspice
simulation package. In this package a an integration of knowledge base techniques
with OOP paradigm was established. Using Visual Basis class builder, 15 classes
were built to form the kernel of the tool's knowledge base. This tool was considered
as a learning aid tool too. The drawback of this system is its limited knowldge base in
terms of switching devices and converters topologies and applications although it is
open to be expanded by the developer but not by the designer. The GUI can be also
ameliorated to a better look and interaction process. Rajagopalan [3] outlined the
major requirements and concepts of multimedia based learning aid systems for power
electronic systems and gave the characteristics of a developed system called
Computer-Aided Tutor for Power Electronic Systems (CATPELS) which calimed to
give basic information about power electronics design to the beginner as well as it
provides the specialist and experts with capabilities of customising the user
specifications. This system was designed to be an online learning tool. Although it is
good characteristic to operate the system online but its complexicity and was the
major its drawback. In [4] a GUI-based simulation of power electronic converters
and reactive power compensator using MATLAB/SIMULINK was developed using
GUIDE tool in MATLAB to simulate DC to DC converters, AC to AC converter and
reactive power compensators. Thesimulations obtained using package were verified
using a PSIM simulator. This verification is not necessary sinc the package is base on
SUMULINK. In addition; the controlled and uncontrolled rectifiers were not included
in this system. Despite giving some design examples and how the simulation is
performed, the poor GUI layout of the system make it not as userfriendly as required
by beginner students. Abdulatif [5], developed a Matlab / Simulink Based Tool for Power
Electronic Circuits. Most of the work presented in this paper was therotical
backgrounds of simulators, their importance and how they work in general. No full
details were given to describe the developed tool; nor how it was developed neither
how it works. Several waveforms were given specically for rectifiers (controlled and
uncontrolled) seemed to be extracted from the powersystem toolbox in the
SIMULINK. At the appendix an unclear snapshot (containing model for single phase
half wave controlled rectifying circuit with commutating diode) of the said-developed
tool was given without any expalantion of the menu function illustrated in the picture.
Models of fully-controlled, semi-controlled and non-controlled switches in the field of
power static converters were developed using bond graph formalism and were
succefully integrated with SIMULINK in [6]. According to the authors, these models
extended the Simulink blocksets for use in the design, simulation, and rapid
prototyping of complex digital signal processing algorithms in power electronic
systems, such as some vector control methods. Together with Real-Time Workshop it
could also be used as a tool for teaching and demonstration. In [7] a system called
INETELE framework where interactive applets showing the operation principles of
power electronics converters were developed. Beside, It included both theory and
practice of power electronics and electrical drive education;exercises for self-study
wer given as well. Caspoc is a very good interative simulation and animation tool for
power electronics introduced in [8]. Caspoc allows the circuit to be animated during

the simulation. This gives insight in thebehavior of the circuit during its operation.
Current paths could be followed to see which switches are opening or closing. The
voltage level is given numerically at each node, while a moving dashed line indicates
the direction of the current. The color of the nodes and the current path are dependent
on the level of the voltage and current. The user can interact with the
simulation/animation by changing parameters during the simulation/animation and
immediately see their influence on the circuit behavior. May be the main problem
with this tool is its complexity which make it not very different from the general
simulation tools where a good training is needed in order to be used efficiently. Some
other related works and ideas were presented in refrences [9] , [10] and [11].
In the present paper a two-tier SIMULINK-based tool is introduced. This tool is
developed by combination of GUIDE tool of MATALB and SimPowerSystem
toolbox. The user can select various types of converters from predefine list. Once a
converter is selected, specified parameter inputs will be assigned by the user. The
selected converter will be simulated in the background in a user transparent manner.
User can select different output waveforms to view and different output parameters to
display. Topologies of the converter are also available to display. Previous simulated
outputs and inputs values record is available also for user reference. After this
introduction, the reasons of choosing SIMULINK are given, and then a detailed
development of the rectifiers’ interaction shell is presented followed by the inverters’
interaction shell, a comprehensive conclusion is given at the end.

2.

SIMULINK and Graphical User Interface

One of the reason why Matlab Program have been chosen is because it can offer a
very powerful tools from simulating a model (using SIMULINK) to providing a
platform to build a graphical user interface (GUI) (using GUIDE). But linking
between these two programs to will make a better simulating program yet an excellent
learning aid tool. The purpose in simulating a circuit is to study what will happen if
some of the parameters in have been change. These include changing in wave form,
variation of output values and so forth. SIMULINK can offer this kind of information
but the problem is that it is not practical for the user to keep changing the parameters.
It takes more than several steps to change a parameter!. That is where the GUIDE
comes in handy. It not only allows to pass value from the user directly to Simulink,
but also to get back the parameter’s value and also the result data such as waveform
and output values. This can be done by using very useful functions: set_param and
get_param; set_param is a command in Matlab used to change the parameter of a
block in Simulink, while, get_param is to get or receive back the properties of a
block. The syntax is
set_param('obj',
'parameter1',
value2, ...) or
set_param(name,
get_param('obj', 'parameter')

value1,
'parameter2',
parameter, value) and
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‘obj’ is the path of the system or block and the value string are case sensitive.
Detailed block parameter can be different from on block to another. The names and
effects for each block parameter can be found via the ‘Block Data Tips Options’ in
the SIMULINKSetting.

3.

Rectifier’s Interaction Shell

As stated previously, two tools were used to develop the shell for rectifiers (ACto-DC conversion); the GUIDE tool and the SIMULINKtoolbox. The GUIDE tool
was used to design the graphical user interface (GUI); GUI which allows the user to
specify type of converter and its input/output parameters and view the output after
simulation. The SIMULINK tool is used to simulate the converter circuits with the
user specification. The user has no direct interaction with SIMULINK only through
the developed GUI. A layout of the developed GUI is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1
illustrate the implemented rectifiers’ topologies. The GUI is divided into three parts.
The first part is where the user chooses the type of the rectifier; the second part is
where the user can enter his inputs and specifications. These parameters are made
easy to change through sliders and text boxes. And the last part is the output
parameters display including the output waveform. A record of the simulation process
is made available to the user. A clearer instance of the input and output parameters is
given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The general layout of the rectifier GUI

Table. 1. Types of rectifiers implemented in the GUI

Single-Phase
Half-wave uncontrolled
Full- wave uncontrolled
Half-wave controlled
Full- wave controlled
Semiconverter

Three- Phase
Half-wave uncontrolled
Full- wave uncontrolled
Half-wave controlled
Full- wave controlled
Semiconverter

Fig. 2. An instance of the input and out put parameters

4.

Inverter Interaction Shell

A total of five types of inverter circuits have been included. They are single-phase
inverter (quasi square wave, square wave and PWM) and three-phase inverter both
square wave and PWM controls. Each simulation has its own environment; in the
designed GUI there are five windows each of which has its own parameters and
displays. A layout of the single-phase inverter with PWM switching is shown in Fig.
3 while a the three-phase inverter with square wave switching is given in Fig. 4.
4.1. Callback and M-Files
When the layout is finished and saved, Matlab automatically create two different
files the same name. One is the fig file which contains the layout, and the other one is
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the M-file. Each GUI component has its own event in Matlab coding. This coding
takes the form of a set of function called Callback.
A Callback is a coding which links a specific component. It controls the
behaviour of the components by performing some action in response to inputs, i.e.
mouse click or keyboard press key. As the Matlab triggered by any of this event, it
will invokes the Callback code. There are many kinds of Callback which has specific
usage depending on each component. For example a push button has five callback
properties: ButtonDownFcn, Callback, CreateFcn, DeleteFcn, and KeyPressFcn, but
it is not necessary to use all Callback for each property [12]. Fig. 5 assembles
different GUI components.

Fig. 5. Some components of the developed GUI

4.2. Waveform in GUI
After all the numbers and values are placed in the GUI fields, then the simulation
part can be started. Depending on the parameters, the user can get the output
waveform via the Scope. This is not a user friendly way to study and examine the
waveform as there are more than 4 waveforms in some of the circuit. Therefore, a
solution is needed. In GUIDE, there are component called AXES. Each of the axes
has their own distinctive name i.e. Axes1 or Axes2. This also applied to the scope
block. All the data that pass to the scope can be saved to GUI under a unique Variable
name. The following passage shows a sample of a codes in saving and loding the data
from the scope back to GUI display (Fig.6.)

Fig. 3. Layout for PWM Single Phase Inverter
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Fig. 4. Layout for SQW Three-Phase Inverter

Fig. 6. An output waveform as displayed in the GUI

5.

Conclusion

The paper presented a new tool that can be used for teaching power electronics
subject to under graduate students. This tool has the ability to simplify the simulation
procedure of a converter by eliminating the trial and error steps in the conventional
simulation packages. Using the GUIDE tool in MATLAB a user friendly graphical
user interface (GUI) was developed to act as a medium between the user and the
simulation tool which was SIMULINK toolbox in MATLAB. Two types of
conversion (rectification and inversion) were included here. The converters under
these types were predesigned in SIMULINK with initial parameters and saved to be
accessed by the developed GUI for simulation later on. The GUI was able to alter any
circuit parameters and display the impact of this alteration on the output parameters
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and waveforms. Students have been able to use the interactive tool without much
experience in SIMULINK and they were able to understand the impact of varying
input parameters on the output. Up to date the tool contains only basic topologies for
rectifiers and inverters which are normally taught at the undergraduate level and
commonly found in text book. As a future development, the tool will incorporate the
dc-dc conversion with both hard and soft switching techniques and ac-ac converters
topologies as well. It is hoped that at later stage, the tool would be enhanced further
by introducing more advanced topologies such as pulse converters and matrix
converters.
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